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WHY LEGO® BAGS?

All LEGO® school bags are made of water repellent material and have 
reflective elements on all four sides of the bag to provide maximum safety 
in traffic. We value high wearing comfort, which is why all our bags have an 
adjustable sternum strap for optimal fit. LEGO® school bags are all equipped 
with a name tag inside for easy identification and an interchangeable 
buckle system for easy attachment of keys or our LEGO® wallets. 

*These features apply to the following school bags: Explorer, Explorer Premium, 

Easy, Maxi, Optimo, Freshmen, Starter and Recruiter school bag.

LIGHTWEIGHT: A packed bag should at maximum weigh 15 % of 
the child’s body weight. We offer a wide range of lightweight bags 
to ensure that unnecessary load is kept to a minimum. 

ERGONOMIC: It is important that the back of the school bag follows the child’s 
spine. We offer bags with padded, wide shoulder straps, adjustable hip- and 
sternum straps and ergonomic back panels to ensure high comfort. 

PVC FREE: Our assortment only consists of products free from PVC, phthalate 
and AZO dye and are produced under the European REACH regulation. 

360-DEGREE REFLECTIVE: It is important to be visible in traffic, and
especially, if the child walks or takes the bike to school. All LEGO® bags
have reflective material on all four sides to ensure maximum traffic safety.

ICONIC DESIGN: Going to school should be fun and children should 
enjoy bringing their school bag on new adventures every day. We hope 
that the designs inspire to creativity and play, and that the children 
will go on new adventures with their favourite LEGO® figures. 

ERGONOMIC PVC FREE 360° REFLECTIVE

360°

LIGHTWEIGHT ICONIC DESIGN

All LEGO® School Bags are...



ADJUSTABLE BACKPANEL
Backpack includes individual fit 
system, allowing for an optimal fit.

ATTACHABLE FUNCTION
Allow for top attachment 
of a gym bag. 

BIKE LIGHT LOOP
Reflective loop, allowing easy 
attachment of bike lights

BOOK COMPARTMENT
Book compartment/elastic book 
strap for optimal weight distribution

BREATHABLE
Specially designed back panels 
allowing for air to pass between 
bag and child’s back.

COMPRESSION STRAPS
Features external compression 
straps for added control and/or 
storage. 

DUAL FUNCTION
Electronics protection  
for tablets and laptops.

EASY PUSH BUCKLE
Includes our classic and easy  
to use push buckle that can be 
opened with just a one-hand  
push and secures at closure  
with a unique clasp system.

WAIST BELT
Adjustable waist belt for optimal 
stability and support. 

INTERCHANGEABLE 
BUCKLE SYSTEM
An easy to use buckle system that 
allows for attachment of accessories 
such as keys or our wallets.

INTERNAL  
ORGANIZATION PANEL
For easy organization of your 
personal belongings and quick 
access to your everyday essentials. 

LAPTOP COMPARTMENT
Bag designed to fit a laptop.

LEGO ICONIC
Using strong and recognizable 
visuals and includes branding 
on all 4 sides of the bag.

LIGHT WEIGHT
Our lightweight school bags 
help ensure the least amount 
of additional carry-weight. 

MAGNETIC BUCKLE
New magnetic buckle system 
easily opened with one hand.

MESH SIDE POCKET
Mesh side pocket ideal for a  
water bottle or other small items. 

NAME TAG
Internal name tag for easy 
identification and personalization.

PADDED BACK PANEL
Padded and ergonomically 
shaped back panel.

PADDED TOP HANDLE
Cushioned hand grips 
for comfy carrying.

PENCIL CASE COMPARTMENT 
Equipped with a designated 
pencil case pocket, made to 
fit our flap pencil cases.

REFLECTIVE
360-degree reflective elements.

SAFETY CORD
Break-away cords to prevent 
potential entanglement.

SIDE POCKET
Functional side pocket for 
fruit and/or water bottle.

STABILIZING 
BOTTOM STUDS
Help maintain optimal 
bag stability, even when 
top flap is open. 

STATIONERY
Our pencil cases fit the most 
essential school stationery. 

STERNUM STRAP
Adjustable sternum strap to 
stabilize heavy loads, and ease 
the pressure on shoulders. 

SOFT BOTTOM PANEL
Water and stain repellent 
soft bottom panel.

TABLET COMPATIBLE
Made to fit a tablet. 

THERMO INSULATION 
POCKET
Designated lunch box pockets 
with thermo-insulation, 
keeping food fresh longer.

TIMETABLE
Item includes a branded 
timetable and timetable pocket.

WATER REPELLENT
Fabrics treated to repel water, 
creating a barrier between 
your books and moisture.

Technical features guide – an iconic language
Bringing you premium quality school bags and accessories 
through advanced features and fabrications.



Fun Backpack Small
20127

Dimensions:  H32 x W21 x D13 cm
Weight: 335 g
Volume: 8 ltr
Material: 300D Polyester

One large compartment 
with name tag and front 
pocket for smaller items

Reflective elements on  
all four sides of the bag

LEGO®, Heads and 
Cups/Yellow
20127-1934

LEGO®, Heads 
and Cups/Red
20127-1932

LEGO®, Heads 
and Cups/Blue
20127-1933
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Fun Backpack Large
20128

Dimensions:  H39 x W28 x D13 cm
Weight: 460 g
Volume: 18 ltr
Material: 300D Polyester

One large compartment 
with name tag and front 
pocket for smaller items

Reflective elements on  
all four sides of the bag

LEGO®, Heads and 
Cups/Yellow
20128-1934

LEGO®, Heads 
and Cups/Red
20128-1932

LEGO®, Heads 
and Cups/Blue
20128-1933



Joy Backpack Small
20129

Dimensions:  H29 x W22 x D10 cm
Weight: 245 g
Volume: 7 ltr
Material: Polyester Twill

One large compartment 
with name tag and front 
pocket for smaller items

Reflective elements on  
all four sides of the bag

LEGO®, Emoji/
Pastel Mint
20129-1938

LEGO®, Emoji/Black
20129-1968

LEGO®, Emoji/
Pastel Pink
20129-1935

LEGO®, Emoji/
Pastel Blue
20129-1936

LEGO®, Emoji/
Pastel Yellow
20129-1937
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Joy Backpack Large
20130

Dimensions:  H40 x W29 x D12 cm
Weight: 345 g
Volume: 17 ltr
Material: Polyester Twill

One large compartment 
with name tag and front 
pocket for smaller items

Reflective elements on  
all four sides of the bag

LEGO®, Emoji/
Pastel Mint
20130-1938

LEGO®, Emoji/Black
20130-1968

LEGO®, Emoji/
Pastel Pink
20130-1935

LEGO®, Emoji/
Pastel Blue
20130-1936

LEGO®, Emoji/
Pastel Yellow
20130-1937



Happy Backpack Small
20131

Dimensions:  H31 x W24 x D10.5 cm
Weight:  295 g
Volume: 7 ltr
Material: Polyester Dobby

One large compartment with 
name tag and smaller front 

pockets for small items

Reflective elements on  
all four sides of the bag

LEGO®, Outlined 
Bricks - Black/Grey
20131-1939

LEGO®, Outlined 
Bricks - Black/Multi
20131-1942
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Happy Backpack Large
20132

Dimensions:  H39 x W32 x D16 cm
Weight:  390 g
Volume: 16 ltr
Material: Polyester Dobby

One large compartment with 
name tag and smaller front 
pockets for small items

LEGO®, Outlined 
Bricks - Black/Grey
20132-1939

LEGO®, Outlined 
Bricks - Black/Multi
20132-1942

LEGO®, Outlined 
Bricks - Mint/Black
20132-1943

Reflective elements on  
all four sides of the bag
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Classic Backpack Small
20133

Dimensions:  H28.5 x W22.5 x D12 cm
Weight: 330 g
Volume: 8 ltr
Material: 300D Polyester

One large compartment 
with name tag and a 
smaller front pocket 

for small items

Reflective elements on  
all four sides of the bag

LEGO®, 
Corporate Red
20133-1948

LEGO®, Filled 
Minifigure - Multi
20133-1946

LEGO®, Filled 
Minifigure - Mint
20133-1944

LEGO®, Filled 
Minifigure - Pink
20133-1945



Classic Backpack Medium
20134

Dimensions:  H37 x W29 x D13 cm
Weight: 455 g
Volume: 18 ltr
Material: 300D Polyester

Large main compartment, 
one small front pocket and 
two side pockets for water 

bottle and small items

Reflective elements on  
all four sides of the bag

LEGO®, 
Corporate Red
20134-1948

LEGO®,  
Corporate Green
20134-1951

LEGO®, 
Grey
20134-1952
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Classic Backpack Large
20135

Dimensions:  H40 x W29 x D14.5 cm
Weight: 490 g
Volume: 33 ltr
Material: 300D Polyester

Protective laptop 
compartment in the back

Reflective elements on  
all four sides of the bag

LEGO®, 
Corporate Red
20135-1948

LEGO®, 
Grey
20135-1952
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